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Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
Ready to join my second #OTalk in two days 

!

 #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Hello, joining from London
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SandraA52881664 @theRCOT @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Just search #OTalk and you will be
able to follow the conversation. Just tweet as normal but remember to include the #OTalk with all
tweets.

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT__Karin: @OTalk_ Hello everyone. Welcome to #OTsForEquity discussion. First question
of the evening What does health equity mean to…

Rachael (she/her)  @RachaelD_OT
Good evening everyone 

"

 I can’t lie, it does feel weird to be participating in an #OTalk on a
Wednesday 

# !

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! Interesting to have back to back days of #OTalk this week.

#OTalk @OTalk_
Before we get started please may I remind you to use #OTalk with all your tweets to ensure we
capture the full discussion. A gentle reminder to think about the code of conduct. Finally and most
importantly have lots of fun @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen https://t.co/kskRuETNcj

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Joining from Wales 

$

 #OTalk
#OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
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RT @RCOT__Karin: @OTalk_ Hello everyone. Welcome to #OTsForEquity discussion. First question
of the evening What does health equity mean to…

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
RT @OTalk_: Before we get started please may I remind you to use #OTalk with all your tweets to
ensure we capture the full discussion. A g…

Sofie Fowler @sofiepfowler
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Hello all #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@RCOT__Karin Just before we get started can we do a quick check in to see who is joining us
tonight. Then feel free to discuss #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
And we are off 

%

#OTalk

Sarah Reynolds @SReynoldsOT
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Hi, I’m Sarah Reynolds.
Looking forward to #OTalk tonight

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
Hi everyone!

$

 #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
RT @RCOT__Karin: @OTalk_ Hello everyone. Welcome to #OTsForEquity discussion. First question
of the evening What does health equity mean to…

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
Hello all! I'm here for #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
It is rather odd isn’t it #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Hi - I'm keen to hear what everyone has to say #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Joining from Bradford #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Good evening #OTalk multi tasking this evening, eating and tweeting!

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Here and using my account
this time 

'

 #otalk #OTsForEquity https://t.co/EtgNoDx1mg
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Ben Kirkwood  @OT_BenK
Evening everyone I am looking forward to this evenings #OTalk 

☺ &

Dee @OTinretirement
Evening all #OTalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
excited to join in tonight's #OTalk as part of #OTweek2021

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to engage in the services or
activities they want or need to #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Who is going to get us started with:What does
health equity mean to you and those who use your services? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: @RCOT__Karin Just before we get started can we do a quick check in to see who is
joining us tonight. Then feel free to discuss…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
RT @Helen_OTUK: @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Good evening #OTalk multi tasking this evening,
eating and tweeting!

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Hello everyone , OT student
here for #OTalk . Looking forward to tonight’s topic for #OTweek2021 as part of #OTsForEquity

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

Deborah Harrison 

) &

 @DebbiiHarrison
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Good evening #OTalk Lurking
tonight & looking forward to learning more about health equity #OTsForEquity
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Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny #otalk.....straight to the
naughty step 

#

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@RachaelD_OT Mmmm very odd #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
So to kick us off this evening: what does health equity mean to you and those who use your services
#OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Hi!!! Going to try to join but may pop in and out #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
@NikkiDanielsOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny 

* * *

* * * * * *

 #OTalk. ( I tweeted from the @OTalk_ account so I guess I’m joining you)

Emma @OTEmma
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Hello all, I'll try again with
#OTalk Emma, in Leicestershire

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny As a BAME OT living in the
US, this should also include ability to understanding healthcare info irregardless of language. #otalk

Rachael (she/her)  @RachaelD_OT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ I’m short, for me, it would be an absence of disparity in service provision,
treatment & outcomes between different population groups #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an oldie but a goodie. I
really like this cartoon. Equity is more than equality, it's trying to systematically identify and remove
barriers or support individuals or communities so they "get the support they need (?want)" #OTalk
https://t.co/toLetuDF0W

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @RachaelD_OT: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ I’m short, for me, it would be an absence of disparity
in service provision, treatment & outcomes bet…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I originally thought more in
terms of equality but am now beginning to really think about equity and giving additional support to
those most in need rather than just fair access to personalised care and what this looks like.#OTalk
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Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life 

)

 @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I originally
thought more in terms of equality but am now beginnin…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@OTalk_ @OT_rach @NikkiDanielsOT @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I know! #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
#OTalk hello and good evening!!!! https://t.co/JkpDtUpOJa

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I originally
thought more in terms of equality but am now beginnin…

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
This is great!!

Saskia Grassie @SaskiaGrassie
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Good evening everyone. Very
first time on #OTalk and will be ‘lurking’ with great interest for this important topic

Rachael (she/her) 

+

 @RachaelD_OT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ First tweet, first typo 

, *

 #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I think it can include simple,
individual level things (eg taking the time to ask "what is important to you"), service level things (eg
providing services out of hours to suit people with different life demands) or at systemic level (eg co-
design of research / guidelines) #OTalk

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
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oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ Oops forgot #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SaskiaGrassie @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny That’s how it all starts
but you’ll find yourself joining in before you know it #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Oh yes I like
your explanation #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I have also realised that my
my interpretation of health inequality targets and visions in primary care can vastly differ from my
colleagues. I have a desire to understand what is impacting on lives not just how to resolve a medical
statistic #OTalk

Gina Gush @GinaGush
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I think it
can include simple, individual level things (eg takin…

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
Wow it's huge, it ensuring that everyone has an unique and tailored service specific to their specific
needs e.g. - is the environment meeting their needs? - can they communicate in a way specific to their
needs? - can we provide assessment and interventions without limitations?

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@RachaelD_OT @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ Didn’t notice #Dyslexia 

*

#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 And I think it is important to learn the lessons from different countries- like right now
in the US with medicare part B cuts. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I have
also realised that my my interpretation of health inequalit…

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny This for me
too #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Hi 

$

 Becky here from
Somerset #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
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@chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Exactly that
chantelle. Interesting how response/approach changes the more it’s unpicked (just my experience). I
feel like I’m actually making a deeper systemic shift for change. #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@OTalk_ @SaskiaGrassie @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I always
think I will just lurk and then…#OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Yes, health equity to me is about being proactive, identifying those with greatest need and finding out
how best to design services and access #OTalk

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
Absolutely! We live and work in politicised systems! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTSophie: @chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny Exactly that chantelle. Interesting how response/approa…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny #OTalk also beginning to
realise my privilege compared to others, how to be sensitive but also educate myself and actually
thinking about those I maybe do not come across and why that might be

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny #OTalk
also beginning to realise my privilege compared to others,…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @RCOT_Gen: Absolutely! We live and work in politicised systems! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT__Karin: Yes, health equity to me is about being proactive, identifying those with greatest
need and finding out how best to design…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT_Gen: Absolutely! We live and work in politicised systems! #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny #OTalk
also beginning to realise my privilege compared to others,…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@margaretOT360 I actually find it impossible to not get political, I always saw that as a negative until I
started getting involved in health equity more deeply #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RCOT_Gen Not only local and national governments, but also when our national OT associations
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are on the verge of making critical decisions. #otalk

Lucie McCoy @LucieMcCoy
@OTalk_ *#OTalk #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTSophie: @margaretOT360 I actually find it impossible to not get political, I always saw that as
a negative until I started getting in…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
Me too!

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Yes recent report here from the Richmond Group of charities conclude our current services are set up
for people with agency and awareness of self management of health. Excludes so many #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@OTSophie I think we have been too reluctant to do this in the past #OTalk

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
@SimpsonResearch @OTalk_ I agree! And about centreing the voices of the marginalised- what
matters to them? What does health even mean to them? #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @OTalk_: Only 10 minutes to go before we start tonight’s #OTalk. Yes it is Wednesday but we are
hosting an additional chat as part of o…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RachaelD_OT @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ I can't manage any tweets without a typo ever #OTalk still
waiting for edit function

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT__Karin: Yes recent report here from the Richmond Group of charities conclude our
current services are set up for people with agenc…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @margaretOT360: @OTSophie I think we have been too reluctant to do this in the past #OTalk

Becs-Lou @becs_lou
Interesting to read how people see the concept of health equity within their different practice settings
in tonight’s #otalk. Looking to be inspired as a potential future OT!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OtRosanna: @SimpsonResearch @OTalk_ I agree! And about centreing the voices of the
marginalised- what matters to them? What does heal…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@margaretOT360 I’d agree, especially in settings where it’s not in the interest of those commissioning
the services #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @becs_lou: Interesting to read how people see the concept of health equity within their different
practice settings in tonight’s #otalk.…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@RCOT__Karin I live in a neighborhood in the US where there are many first generation immigrants.
Having materials in different languages will improve accessibility. #otalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

+

❤❤

-

 @musedNeuroOT
@RCOT__Karin Participatory Action Research short thread with @DrWMB and others #OTalk
https://t.co/VvZranoYD3

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

+

❤❤

-

 @musedNeuroOT
RT @RCOT__Karin: Yes recent report here from the Richmond Group of charities conclude our
current services are set up for people with agenc…

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@SaskiaGrassie @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny That's how I
feel 

.

 #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin And an understanding of culture is equally important #OTalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
@OTalk_ Irrespective of differences, equality ensures individuals are not treated less favourable. But
#healthequity is essential so that individualised needs are met. By treating indviduals according to
their needs you are enabling them to their full potential. #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny That’s really
interesting isn’t it. Not sure if it’s the role change but I’ve never focussed on the whys behind the gaps
before, but I now can’t help but notice it! #OTalk

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
Me also! Access to occupation is not outside of politics... its a strength to bring this into our thinking
and practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @margaretOT360 In the US, a popular model is that students will go to these places
under supervision of an OT for placements or residencies. Sometimes these temporary arrangements
can become permanent OT roles. #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@RCOT__Karin Totally agree, but also acknowledging 'services' are often 'set up' to serve a specific
role / identified larger need or in response, so it is an every evolving process and we should review
reflect respond... repeat. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ Irrespective of differences, equality ensures individuals are not
treated less favourable. But #healthequity is…

Karin Bishop @KarinBishopRCOT
@OTalk_ For me it means ensuring everyone had the opportunity to achieve their best health. For OT
it's about overcoming social and environmental obstacles which bring about health inequalities #OTalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
@margaretOT360 @BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin And not imposing ones own culture and
stereotypes of 'normal' onto anothers #OTalk

Emma @OTEmma
This unfortunately is true and very ableist #OTalk @theRCOT

#OTalk @OTalk_
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RT @OTSophie: @chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny That’s really interesting isn’t it. Not sure if it’s the…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: @OTalk_ For me it means ensuring everyone had the opportunity to achieve
their best health. For OT it's about overcomi…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: @OTalk_ For me it means ensuring everyone had the opportunity to achieve
their best health. For OT it's about overcomi…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@BillWongOT @margaretOT360 I think that’s such a wonderful model. Hopefully that’s happening
here too.. #OTalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ Irrespective of differences, equality ensures individuals are not
treated less favourable. But #healthequity is…

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Absolutely. That's why @theRCOT supported a multi level approach to making change within the AHP
framework for tackling health inequalities #OTalk

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
@OTSophie @margaretOT360 Absolutely when I was working in a project role with people living with
MND I had to highlight how removing the barriers they experienced would enable many others with
different neurological conditions in order to get their interest #OTalk

Dr Lyn Williams DBA MScOD, RMN, Q member @lynwilliams10
RT @katie_crowfoot: Wow it's huge, it ensuring that everyone has an unique and tailored service
specific to their specific needs e.g. - is…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@RCOT__Karin I saw that so much when working with people with Parkinson's. Such a battle to
navigate the system and access services. Advocacy was so important #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @katie_crowfoot: @margaretOT360 @BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin And not imposing ones own
culture and stereotypes of 'normal' onto anothers #OT…

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ Irrespective of differences, equality ensures individuals are not
treated less favourable. But #healthequity is…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT_Gen: Me also! Access to occupation is not outside of politics... its a strength to bring this
into our thinking and practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @margaretOT360 Well- that will be a call for OT academics to setup such opportunities
for placements! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Helen_OTUK: @RCOT__Karin Totally agree, but also acknowledging 'services' are often 'set
up' to serve a specific role / identified larg…
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Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@katie_crowfoot @BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin I have learnt so much from international students
and the impact culture has #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RCOT__Karin: Absolutely. That's why @theRCOT supported a multi level approach to making
change within the AHP framework for tackling h…

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
RT @Helen_OTUK: @RCOT__Karin Totally agree, but also acknowledging 'services' are often 'set
up' to serve a specific role / identified larg…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ Irrespective of differences, equality ensures individuals are not
treated less favourable. But #healthequity is…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OTEmma: This unfortunately is true and very ableist #OTalk @theRCOT

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @musedNeuroOT: @RCOT__Karin Participatory Action Research short thread with @DrWMB
and others #OTalk https://t.co/VvZranoYD3

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SimpsonResearch: @OTSophie @margaretOT360 Absolutely when I was working in a project
role with people living with MND I had to highligh…

Hannah OT @HannahtheOT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Another part for me is being
part of a staff network. As a queer NHS professional I feel like I can facilitate small changes to
improve access, like wearing a rainbow lanyard, talking positively about LGBTQAI+ people, reviewing
policies etc #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SteveGFord: @RCOT__Karin I saw that so much when working with people with Parkinson's.
Such a battle to navigate the system and access…

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
@OTSophie @margaretOT360 We don't work in a political vacuum. I think it's important to talk about
politics - it has a massive influence on our jobs! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Another
part for me is being part of a staff network. As a queer NH…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @SteveGFord: @RCOT__Karin I saw that so much when working with people with Parkinson's.
Such a battle to navigate the system and access…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OtRosanna: @OTSophie @margaretOT360 We don't work in a political vacuum. I think it's
important to talk about politics - it has a mass…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
Question 1 #OTalk #OTsForEquity Equity is one of those words that on the surface sounds simple, its
about fairness right? but who decides what is fair? For me equity is a goal to work towards fairness.
1/2
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Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
by ensuring better access to opportunities. Health Equity is no different, even in the UK with a free at
the point of need national health service, there are obvious inequality’s, where access to health care
needed is not equitable. #otalk #OTsForEquity

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 @katie_crowfoot @RCOT__Karin And I think it is beneficial to have at least 1 OT
academic per institution who has been well traveled OT related and/or with connected to the global
OT community- so that students can see what can be possible. #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@BillWongOT @OTSophie We have role emerging placements which enable #OccupationalTherapy
to have an impact for people in a service that doesn’t have them #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Aah,that leads me onto next question : What as occupational therapists can we do as individuals,
within our teams and organisations to create health equity? #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OtRosanna: @OTSophie @margaretOT360 We don't work in a political vacuum. I think it's
important to talk about politics - it has a mass…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Question 1 #OTalk #OTsForEquity Equity is one of those words that on the surface
sounds simple, its about fairness right? but…

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
This is really interesting- we get asked often about "referral criteria" and I have been thinking about
how these could block or promote health equity #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: by ensuring better access to opportunities. Health Equity is no different, even in the
UK with a free at the point of need nat…

Sherri @ot_withsherri_
RT @OT_rach: Question 1 #OTalk #OTsForEquity Equity is one of those words that on the surface
sounds simple, its about fairness right? but…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
Here here ! #otalk

Lisa Forrest OT 

/

 @LisaForrestOT
@RCOT__Karin Start the conversation #OTalk

Sherri @ot_withsherri_
RT @RCOT_Gen: Me also! Access to occupation is not outside of politics... its a strength to bring this
into our thinking and practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RCOT__Karin In the US context, we need to promote that our OT assistants are capable and
qualified professionals! They are just as valued as occupational therapists! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Wow that was such an interesting start. Are you ready for question 2 

0

#OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@OtRosanna @OTSophie @margaretOT360 I agree with that - and it's about OTs being influential in
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their local health and social care systems. #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: @OTalk_ For me it means ensuring everyone had the opportunity to achieve
their best health. For OT it's about overcomi…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @SteveGFord: @OtRosanna @OTSophie @margaretOT360 I agree with that - and it's about OTs
being influential in their local health and soci…

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

+

❤❤

-

 @musedNeuroOT
I joined the 'EDI Steering Group' at my last organisation to bring more perspectives to the group -
particularly highlighting the need to understand student experiences on placement with the
organisation and hear their expertise #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Yes all these individual actions add up, we do have soft power #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT_Gen: This is really interesting- we get asked often about "referral criteria" and I have
been thinking about how these could block…

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life 

)

 @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @musedNeuroOT: I joined the 'EDI Steering Group' at my last organisation to bring more
perspectives to the group - particularly highligh…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @RCOT_Gen: Me also! Access to occupation is not outside of politics... its a strength to bring this
into our thinking and practice #OTalk

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
The three A's- Awareness, Action, Advocacy #OTalk

Hannah OT @HannahtheOT
@RCOT__Karin Join staff networks, meet with others in staff networks to learn from minority groups
we are not part of, reflect on our own privileges, advocate for patients, challenge hate speech or
stigmatised language, reflect who people are in our assessments, be open minded #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @preston_jenny: Here is the blog ahead of tonight’s discussion #OTalk OT Week Special Twitter
Chat #OTsForEquity WEDNESDAY 3rd November…

Sherri @ot_withsherri_
Someone once said to me, Equity is the way to achieve equality 

1

 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SteveGFord @OtRosanna @OTSophie @margaretOT360 I will add another one- OT students and
professions should start setting up shop in organizing their own TEDx events to strategically
promoting OT. OT can’t have only myself who is doing this with any sort of regularity! #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@HannahtheOT @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny How to
enhance belonging ithin services and systems as your identity #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) 

+

 @RachaelD_OT
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Who decides what is equitable? If we all have slightly different ideas, then how do we determine if
health equity has been achieved? Is it once all of an individual’s needs have been met? Or if each
Trust has the exact same services? *insert other determinants here* #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@RCOT__Karin There's lots but what I'm doing this week is a drive to get my OTs (acute stroke) to
ask more about people's backgrounds, interests, motivation and try to choose the right assessments
and tailor their treatments. Standardised Ax often favour educated Eng 1st lang peeps #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
RT @margaretOT360: @BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin And an understanding of culture is equally
important #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: Who decides what is equitable? If we all have slightly different ideas, then how
do we determine if health equity has been…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin There's lots but what I'm doing this week is a drive to get my
OTs (acute stroke) to ask more about people…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
@OTalk_ Yes ! #otalk

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
Highlight the needs of those who face the most barriers. I did lots of presentations internally and
externally highlighting the barriers faced by people living with MND to raise awareness. I included
patient stories which had a huge impact #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ot_withsherri_: Someone once said to me, Equity is the way to achieve equality 

1

 #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Starting with an understanding of what it actually means gives #occupationaltherapists the ability to
question, critique and suggest solution #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin And speaking of that, it almost places onus on assessment
developers to connect with multilingual OT students and practitioners to make the assessments
available in other languages. #otalk

Sarah Reynolds @SReynoldsOT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Health equity - in principle that
everyone should have access to the same opportunities for health and well-being - with different
solutions according to need #OTsForEquity #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @RCOT_Gen: The three A's- Awareness, Action, Advocacy #OTalk

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin There's lots but what I'm doing this week is a drive to get my
OTs (acute stroke) to ask more about people…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@BillWongOT @SteveGFord @OtRosanna @margaretOT360 Oh you did not mention the ‘T’ word
Bill 

2 3

 

!

 

4

 #OTalk https://t.co/hif6XonGii
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Hannah OT @HannahtheOT
@RCOT__Karin I think we have a role too in advocating for trans patients. We should be supporting
our teams to be practicing trans inclusive care, using correct pronouns, challenging stigma including in
policies & physical environment etc #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@RCOT__Karin #JustKeepSwimming, chipping away, being a disruptive voice, perseverance,
advocay, questioning, demonstrating..... Keep going? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @margaretOT360 I think academics would know the answer better than clinicians. (But
this is just my guess.) #otalk

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin #JustKeepSwimming, chipping away, being a disruptive voice,
perseverance, advocay, questioning, demonstratin…

Emma @OTEmma
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin I think we have a role too in advocating for trans patients. We
should be supporting our teams to be practici…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Let’s start with #OccupationalTherapists doing presentations and training first and build up 

5

 #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RachaelD_OT: Who decides what is equitable? If we all have slightly different ideas, then how
do we determine if health equity has been…

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin When I worked in HIV we had people from many places in Africa,
often with limited education, lots of local languages. I think that's when I learned to love assessing in
function in familiar tasks. And yams. #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
Could not agree more!!!! #otalk #OTsForEquity

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ A stark reminder of how critical it is to engage with people who represent
the whole community when developing and commissioning services, to understand fully what is
needed and what it might look like to be truly accessible #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @SteveGFord @OtRosanna @margaretOT360 I have been on my naughty streak of
using the T word over the last few chats. #otalk https://t.co/cicybVXIhl

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
100% #OTalk change starts here 

6

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SReynoldsOT: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Health
equity - in principle that everyone should have access to th…

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement 

/

⚕

&

 @Retired_AHPs
Joining in my @Retired_AHPs guise. #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
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@HannahtheOT Agree, so important to carve out time for genuine reflection. Day to day delivery of
care is so often on the run. #OTalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@OTalk_ Oppps #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 Technically TEDx talks are such in digestible forms! #otalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
#OTalk as a team leader, I'm passionate about being involved in everything & getting people to stop,
reflect, bring it back to the patient care/service we aspire to deliver/improve. Waving the #OT flag to
showcase what our profession can offer to enhance health equity

Hannah OT @HannahtheOT
@RCOT__Karin And lastly…challenging the stigma staff hold for people dx with EUPD/PD. We can
change our language and have more compassion. People shouldn’t have to Wade through stigma just
to get mh support #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @katie_crowfoot: #OTalk as a team leader, I'm passionate about being involved in everything &
getting people to stop, reflect, bring it…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin #JustKeepSwimming, chipping away, being a disruptive voice,
perseverance, advocay, questioning, demonstratin…

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@margaretOT360 Chatted to an OT working in quality improvement today - he argued that OTs have
the skills and mindset to redesign systems. An activity analysis approach? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@MrMartinOT @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny So what can we do to
make it right? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#otalk

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
Has anyone been onto the RCOT #OTsForEquity Ideas Platform yet? I was on it earlier looking at a
post about role modeling personalised biopsychosocial approaches to promote health Equity #OTalk

Emma @OTEmma
@chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin It is hard to get your voice heard in large organisations where OTs
are a minority, trying to swim with the holistic social model and be equitable in a river of the medical
model #OTalk @theRCOT

Rachael (she/her) 

+

 @RachaelD_OT
@RCOT__Karin Regardless of our service/role, we need to think broadly. We need to work holistically
& give consideration to both physical health & mental health needs. To social needs. We cannot be
blinkered, despite pressures (I’m aware this is easier said than done) #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Yes joy of OT is that we can assess by observation of occupation #OTalk
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Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement 

/

⚕

&

 @Retired_AHPs
@BeckyKeating2 @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ #OTalk there is so much potential in #Coproduction.

Sherri @ot_withsherri_
@RCOT__Karin 2 ideas 

7

 1. Ensure we are involved with local services outside of the healthcare
sector to refer clients. Especially organisations which tackle SDOH issues such as housing,
employment etc. 2. Use public policy to advocate for more preventative interventions. #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@RCOT_Gen I had a similar discussion today, access to equipment for different sizes of bed,
questioning how standard stock and special requests are determined. Response on the service
seems logically and fair. However further reflection raises other metrics to explore #OTalk

Sherri @ot_withsherri_
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin I think we have a role too in advocating for trans patients. We
should be supporting our teams to be practici…

Martin @MrMartinOT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny https://t.co/F2w7s7iLDL read
point 7 ... #healthequity #otalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@RCOT__Karin We also need to get better about talking about sex, regardless of who is doing it and
with whom and how, and much less judgy. I was shocked when I moved from working in HIV/sexual
health to stroke and saw how narrow minded HCPs can be. #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Language is so important and can be exclusive #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @Helen_OTUK: @RCOT__Karin Totally agree, but also acknowledging 'services' are often 'set
up' to serve a specific role / identified larg…

Gillian Ward @DrGillianWard
@pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny How to
determine who has the greatest need though? Not easy? #OTalk

Mary McCarron - Connect Neurotherapy Services @cns_ot
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @willchegwidden: @BillWongOT @RCOT__Karin When I worked in HIV we had people from
many places in Africa, often with limited education, l…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT__Karin Starting by recognising it,questioning issues around it in simple ways.Gathering
evidence&demographic info to help begin to piece together the issues to tackle stigma. Stigma for me
is a massive barrier.Unfortunately it feels like politics are the barrier to socio equity #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 And technically OT has already have 12 years of lost time to get involved (in terms
of organizing) in this arena. We actually shouldn’t be wasting more time saying that we can’t do it-
when I have been producing concrete evidence that it is possible! #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
This is my life #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin We also need to get better about talking about sex, regardless
of who is doing it and with whom and how, a…

Elissa OT @elissa_ot
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin And lastly…challenging the stigma staff hold for people dx with
EUPD/PD. We can change our language and have…

Lisa Forrest OT 

/

 @LisaForrestOT
@SteveGFord @margaretOT360 Just finished teaching a session tonight within an IPE module on
this very focus #qualityimprovement #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT_Gen: Has anyone been onto the RCOT #OTsForEquity Ideas Platform yet? I was on it
earlier looking at a post about role modeling per…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin I will add climate change and sustainability on this list too! US is so
far behind in comparison to UK. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @ot_withsherri_: @RCOT__Karin 2 ideas 

7

 1. Ensure we are involved with local services
outside of the healthcare sector to refer client…

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
@willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin 100% agree but some OTs don’t feel confident about having this
discussion, yet we happily ask people about their toilet habits. #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Begs the question can that actually be done? And if it can’t..? #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner 

&

 @OT_rach
Very true Emma, but the people we sever are often in the minority, so who better to advocate for
them, than a profession that understands how frustrating it is not to be heard, or understood. 

8 9

#otalk #OTsForEquity

Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@HannahtheOT @RCOT__Karin #OTalk A great website with free educational modules is
https://t.co/01rEyWNKit The training for GPs needs to be multidispinary in Primary Care to encourage
joint working.

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist

+

❤❤

-

 @musedNeuroOT
@SteveGFord @margaretOT360 The Model of Human Occupation (MOHO) uses general systems
theory (and so do Ergonomics/Human Factors) - so may be a slight shove in approach for many of us
but our models give us permission to operate at micro, meso and macro levels #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny and there must be lots of challenges in prioritising these patients/clients above others
who still have needs. How does that work in practice? #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@RCOT__Karin Yes, mantra is Put Down That MoCA, Lets Go To The Kitchen/Shop (or wherever
else has meaning for the person) #OTalk

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
RT @OT_rach: Very true Emma, but the people we sever are often in the minority, so who better to
advocate for them, than a profession that…
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Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
@RCOT__Karin As students, recognising the difference we can make! Start the conversation to
remove the barriers of avoidable inequalities, and lack of access. When I qualify, I am inspired to be a
part of enhancing services and be a part of positive change for #healthequity #OTalk

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
@RachaelD_OT @OTalk_ Completely agree. What a challenge for outcome measures! #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@RachaelD_OT Yes, that's why I think we should be thinking in terms if occupational justice. This
then addresses the whole person and their environment #OTalk.

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@OTEmma @RCOT__Karin @theRCOT Honestly it is like i speak alien 

:

 most days but
leaderships course has helped how to give voice to a message with impact...still need more practice
but gaining confidence #OTalk

Emma @OTEmma
Absolutely, being an advocate is such an important of what I/we do #OTsForEquity #OTalk
#OTweek2021

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@ot_withsherri_ @RCOT__Karin 2 is why I decided to opening up my own shop to organize TEDx
events. 100 hours for organizing 3 TEDx events for a calendar year is high efficiency, if you do
average time per month. More should learn this skill! #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Or not even a mind on sex #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin We also need to get better about talking about sex, regardless
of who is doing it and with whom and how, a…

Hannah OT @HannahtheOT
Yes this.Also working with sex workers where we dont impose stigmatised views. So not trying to
coerce someone into not doing sex work because of personal views. Sex workers should be able to
access healthcare safely without judgement. (I think sex work is real work btw). #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT__Karin Yep this is it for me too. Shame the barriers appear tricky to resolve! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SteveGFord: @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen
@theRCOT @preston_jenny and there must be lots of challenges in pr…

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement 

/

⚕

&

 @Retired_AHPs
I've added some prompts this week on Instagram, but I know I'm talking to an interested audience. I'm
a #trustee with a CAB & in a rural/coastal community #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin We had education on sex as undergrads in my course (25
years ago in Australia). In fact it felt like our faculty were a bit obsessed at times. But it helped make
me feel more open. It's our job. #OTalk

Rehab Professionals @rehabprof
RT @RCOT__Karin: Aah,that leads me onto next question : What as occupational therapists can we
do as individuals, within our teams and orga…
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Emma @OTEmma
I'm ever the optimist and have belief that OTs can have a string voice and advocate for equity and
make a real difference #OTsForEquity #OTalk

Varsha @VarshaChauhan24
@RCOT__Karin Understanding every difference a person has as much as possible. This sounds
really difficult but it draws in person centred care that we usually do. Let’s not make it difficult #OTalk

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@RCOT__Karin Be adaptable and flexible as practitioners, to meet people where they are at, and
tailor make our approach to what they need as individuals. #OTalk

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @SReynoldsOT: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Health
equity - in principle that everyone should have access to th…

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @RCOT__Karin: Aah,that leads me onto next question : What as occupational therapists can we
do as individuals, within our teams and orga…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @zimmer_verena: @RCOT__Karin Be adaptable and flexible as practitioners, to meet people
where they are at, and tailor make our approach…

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @OT_rach: Question 1 #OTalk #OTsForEquity Equity is one of those words that on the surface
sounds simple, its about fairness right? but…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @VarshaChauhan24: @RCOT__Karin Understanding every difference a person has as much as
possible. This sounds really difficult but it draw…

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @OT_rach: Very true Emma, but the people we sever are often in the minority, so who better to
advocate for them, than a profession that…

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Another
part for me is being part of a staff network. As a queer NH…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
So true #OTalk

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
This is a great website- agree! #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@RachaelD_OT @RCOT__Karin Yes, yes and yes. Identifying where our AHP / Generic OT / Specific
OT role can best support and where others maybe better placed. #OTalk what do they say 'it takes a
village'. Co-operation and communication are key.

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Self rating works so well #OTalk

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @RCOT__Karin As students, recognising the difference we can make! Start the
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conversation to remove the barriers of avoi…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@BillWongOT @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin Yes!!! Sex and climate change are my fave topics
but they’re never on any OT templates ;) why do we focus on just the safe topics? Same as the other
dark occupations that we don’t see as our focus but should #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@HannahtheOT Absolutely. We should always be mindful of vulnerability, but true vulnerability not
pre-conceived ideas of we we think of as "right". #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@SteveGFord @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny
Prioritising is often just triage of incoming referrals. Need to use our local population analysis to tailor
our approach and agree priority of need.#OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @HannahtheOT: Yes this.Also working with sex workers where we dont impose stigmatised views.
So not trying to coerce someone into not do…

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
Love that: 'it takes a village' #OTalk

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
@RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT I have found the whole area of occupational justice fascinating and
therefore picked it as the focus for my MSc dissertation - I just wish I knew about it earlier in my
training and practice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@zimmer_verena @RCOT__Karin And such skills also apply to how we can use them for organizing
TEDx events too. Fancier TEDx events have discovery sessions, maybe this can be a way for our
communities to experience OT other than listening to talks at TEDx events. #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Of course it is so few would agree something for @theRCOT to take up #OTalk

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@CharlOTte_Paeds Or be able to get to their local (I assume you mean pub!) and live pretty good
lives, but be cr*p at a MoCA. ;  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin I am actually organizing a TEDx event exclusively on
climate on Saturday. #thinkoutsidethebox #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@ot_withsherri_ @RCOT__Karin I am privileged to work with social prescribers who use the time and
knowledge to know and build community with the community.not going there with the contention but
great examples of 'thriving communities' of equal players of residents, 3rd sector and nhs and sc
#OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
#OTalk < <

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist+ ❤❤-  @musedNeuroOT
@SteveGFord @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
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@preston_jenny Many go without. Many do not have potential optimised. Many occupational
therapists experience burnout and moral injury #OTalk

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
Never thought about it like that, but OMG, so true, quite bizarre really #  #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @zimmer_verena: @RCOT__Karin Be adaptable and flexible as practitioners, to meet people
where they are at, and tailor make our approach…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
By tackling institutional discrimination within these teams and organisations, advocate for &
demonstrate a culture that embraces criticism, listens to voices often not heard and tackles the issues
that arise with compassion and a willingness to change. #OTalk #OTsForEquity

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
Wowzers! Just noticed the time and we still have so many questions! #OTalk

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement / ⚕&  @Retired_AHPs
@RCOT__Karin It's a case of hearing the quiet voices, the people who have no voice. How do we
add volume as advocates, without taking away their meaning? #Equity #OTalk

Emma @OTEmma
They are! That's the whole point of this year's #OTweek2021 campaign #OTsForEquity and this
#OTalk tonight

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OTSophie: @BillWongOT @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin Yes!!! Sex and climate change are
my fave topics but they’re never on any OT templat…

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@Sarah62442 @RachaelD_OT Promise to share your learning #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin Well- 3 of my own talks will be available by end of the
month. This is another example of me providing evidence to the greater OT community about
organizing TEDx events! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTSophie: @BillWongOT @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin Yes!!! Sex and climate change are
my fave topics but they’re never on any OT templat…

Karin Bishop @KarinBishopRCOT
RT @zimmer_verena: @RCOT__Karin Be adaptable and flexible as practitioners, to meet people
where they are at, and tailor make our approach…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @willchegwidden: @HannahtheOT Absolutely. We should always be mindful of vulnerability, but
true vulnerability not pre-conceived ideas o…

Emma @OTEmma
=

Rachael (she/her) +  @RachaelD_OT
If we are not supported to challenge health inequity, then is it actually an #OccupationalTherapist that
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the service wants/needs? Do we need to be more vocal about health inequity? Do we need to
challenge our practice & service delivery? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: If we are not supported to challenge health inequity, then is it actually an
#OccupationalTherapist that the service wants…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny #OTalk i think about this a lot as most systems or needs based on medical or
deprivation data not social data

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist+ ❤❤-  @musedNeuroOT
@chaniedavies @OTEmma @RCOT__Karin @theRCOT Access to an inspiring mentor may help?
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: By tackling institutional discrimination within these teams and organisations, advocate
for & demonstrate a culture that embra…

Will Chegwidden @willchegwidden
@margaretOT360 And best of all, PROMs that are co-designed... the holy grail #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock #StopSpectrum10k @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: Good evening and welcome to #OTalk on a Wednesday night. We are delighted to
welcome @RCOT__Karin and @RCOT_Gen of @theRCOT wi…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @ot_withsherri_ @RCOT__Karin I am privileged to work with social prescribers
who use the time and knowledge to know and b…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock #StopSpectrum10k @OT_Expert
RT @RCOT__Karin: @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Who is going to get us
started with:What does health equity mean to you and thos…

Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@SteveGFord @margaretOT360 #OTalk OTs do have the skills to redesign systems, natural systems
leaders. The challenge is to gain those opportunities to show what we can achieve. In my new post in
Primary Care that is exactly what I am doing. Actions underpinned by knowledge of Population health
leadership.

Elissa OT @elissa_ot
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin We also need to get better about talking about sex, regardless
of who is doing it and with whom and how, a…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT Yes, I think perhaps occupational justice has been deputed due to
service demands? #OTalk

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock #StopSpectrum10k @OT_Expert
RT @RCOT__Karin: Aah,that leads me onto next question : What as occupational therapists can we
do as individuals, within our teams and orga…

OT_Expert♥  #StopTheShock #StopSpectrum10k @OT_Expert
RT @RCOT__Karin: Follow @OTalk and use #OTalk to join the conversation

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
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@Sarah62442 @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT Yes please do, Understanding Occupational justice,
alienation, deprivation was a game changer for me! #otalk. Love to learn more.

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Not enough in training which means people haven’t got the confidence evidence shows people expect
the ‘professional’ to initiate the conversation #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin And you can literally spend a month to watch ALL
talks from this year’s @TEDCountdown summit. I think I give you something to binge watch now. *
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @margaretOT360: Not enough in training which means people haven’t got the confidence
evidence shows people expect the ‘professional’ to…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@helenblomfield8 @SteveGFord @margaretOT360 I do agree. In my new role in primary care I feel
it’s more forefront ? #OTalk

Gillian Ward @DrGillianWard
@pjmasonOT @SteveGFord @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny
Definitely ?  @pjmasonOT #OTalk

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
@RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT I definitely will! It was actually my dissertation tutor who pointed me
in the direction of @OTalk she suggested offering my topic for discussion at some stage #  I am at
the start of a 2 year journey to submission #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: By tackling institutional discrimination within these teams and organisations, advocate
for & demonstrate a culture that embra…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Of course that’s part of our job #OTalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
RT @RachaelD_OT: If we are not supported to challenge health inequity, then is it actually an
#OccupationalTherapist that the service wants…

Emma @OTEmma
I believe they are trying to lobby for us all. @theRCOT #OTalk #OTsForEquity

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Retired_AHPs: @RCOT__Karin It's a case of hearing the quiet voices, the people who have no
voice. How do we add volume as advocates, wi…

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@RCOT__Karin #otalk define health inequity scenarios …. Some people just can’t see them as they
don’t exist in their life eg the experience of running out of money, being in serious debt and the storm
that brings v always having money in the bank.

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@pjmasonOT @SteveGFord @DrGillianWard @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny I think it needs a whole #OTalk in itself !

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
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RT @willchegwidden: @margaretOT360 And best of all, PROMs that are co-designed... the holy grail
#OTalk

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@SteveGFord @OTalk_ @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny I guess in practice it's working out who needs a "phone this number" kind of
approach, and who needs more time and support, like us phoning for them, going with them,
explaining things in plain language, etc. #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Just catching up looks like great chat #OTsForEquity #OTalk @OTalk_ @theRCOT

Sherri @ot_withsherri_
RT @chaniedavies: @ot_withsherri_ @RCOT__Karin I am privileged to work with social prescribers
who use the time and knowledge to know and b…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RachaelD_OT: If we are not supported to challenge health inequity, then is it actually an
#OccupationalTherapist that the service wants…

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@chaniedavies @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny
Yes, not easy . @theRCOT we are working in an action plan this year to support member and
services to makes changes within existing systems. So final question tonight :What as a profession
can we do collectively to create health equity?#OTalk

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
Totally agree Helen, OT's do have the skills to redesign services to think in a more holistic and
therapeutic recovery driven services!! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@margaretOT360 I think OT academics across the world should take a look at the mock TEDx
application assignment I designed in the US! It is about as realistic a training as one could get. Me
being very naughty today. @ @  #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
@MrMartinOT @OTEmma Is it? #OTalk

Steve Ford @SteveGFord
@helenblomfield8 @margaretOT360 I'd love to talk to you more about this, Helen #OTalk

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@RachaelD_OT @OTalk_ Services are intended to meet local population needs,this is increasingly
possible due to the smaller sized primary care networks. I think the test is that individuals or groups
with protected characteristics are able to access support to remain healthy & outcomes improve
#OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Exactly!! Pay attention to the quiet ones! #OTALK

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
@OT_rach @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT For me it is particularly fascinating when I consider my
clients which are children, young people and families. It was very under researched area #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BeckyKeating2: @RachaelD_OT @OTalk_ Services are intended to meet local population
needs,this is increasingly possible due to the small…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
Love a #OTalk light bulb A  moment!!! #OTsForEquity https://t.co/U6U7xyyu72

Emma @OTEmma
Absolutely! #OTalk #OTsForEquity @theRCOT

Rachael (she/her) +  @RachaelD_OT
@margaretOT360 But yet I’ve often heard managers say “That’s not your concern/our service cannot
support that/that’s a social issue” etc ,  #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@musedNeuroOT @OTEmma @RCOT__Karin @theRCOT Luckily have several trusted unofficial
mentors #OTalk

Sharon Wood @w77006719
RT @OfficialCAHPR: Don't miss #OTalk this evening. @Helen_OTUK will be ready by 8.00 pm!

Lisa Forrest OT /  @LisaForrestOT
@OT_rach Me too - having lots of these recently #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTEmma: @chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin It is hard to get your voice heard in large
organisations where OTs are a minority, trying to swim w…

Rachael (she/her) +  @RachaelD_OT
@BeckyKeating2 @OTalk_ Intentions & reality are often two very different things #OTalk

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life )  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @musedNeuroOT: @SteveGFord @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin
@RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Many go without. Many do not…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
Obviously meant to write diluted B . Not sure if that’ll stop some of the opinion of the people who
originally liked it?! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Keep the momentum started in #OTweek2021 going #OTalk lots of energy about the harness

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life )  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @ot_withsherri_: @RCOT__Karin 2 ideas 7  1. Ensure we are involved with local services
outside of the healthcare sector to refer client…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
Didn’t mean to make it look like I was shouting !

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@OTSophie @Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ Yes , it can feel it's always the loudest that draw
resources.#OTalk

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
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@willchegwidden @OTalk_ @HannahtheOT I sometimes wish I wasn't called a health 'professional'. I
think it encourages an un-equal power dynamic and somehow places my cultural norms, values,
behaviours as the benchmark to measure others against! #OTalk

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@RCOT_Gen @OTalk_ I agree, an inclusion or exclusion criteria does what it says on the tin, I've
been wrestling with this just this week when balancing the resource vs access challenge #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@helenblomfield8 @SteveGFord @margaretOT360 Totally agree @helenblomfield8 and @OTSophie
...we are a huge part in leading the way in Primary Care and hearing what you do Helen is inspiring
C  #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
And got our final question: what as a profession can we do collectively to create health equity # OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTEmma @chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @theRCOT In TEDx organizing space, I am the only
person in OT who have active event licenses. By me favoring OT’s, I am lucky that PT’s, SLP’s, and
SW’s have not got on my tail on why I favor OT whenever possible when I organize TEDx’s yet. !
#otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Especially the silent ones…#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Only 10 minutes remaining folks … that has been very quick tonight #OTalk

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
I think sometimes it's about finding our allies and building the evidence for change to help disrupt
systems to create equity #OTalk

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@becs_lou Big GSD fan myself, though have now branched out to a rescue greyhound. Oh, back to
topic #OTalk, can we do more to have therapy/support dogs with us as OTs, either as practitioners, or
I think in my team lead role they could be really effective to ease anxieties/ accessibility

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@RCOT__Karin @Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ Which obviously sometimes is appropriate but it’s the
quiet ones that seem to get to crisis without intervention. Not having the physical ability, psychological
support network or self efficacy to reach out #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Cost benefit analysis always helps #OTalk to realise how it impacts on them

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTSophie @Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin If you get to know me in real life, you
wouldn’t have guessed that I used to be a wallflower when I started OT school. #otalk

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
@zimmer_verena Ooooh yes but bowel movements are medical-ish and sex is well, sexy and
inappropriate 9  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @margaretOT360: Cost benefit analysis always helps #OTalk to realise how it impacts on them
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Francesca - D E  @OT_Francesca
@RCOT__Karin We must recognize our own privilege/ bias. You don't understand poverty unless
you've lived it. The same with addiction, mental illness, physical disability... ofessionals must realize
that they have an awareness and understanding of a topic but do not live it every day #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RCOT_Gen: I think sometimes it's about finding our allies and building the evidence for change
to help disrupt systems to create equity…

Katie Crowfoot @katie_crowfoot
#OTalk promote effectively what our profession can bring to services both clinically and operationally.
Reflecting daily on what we have done and how it support health equity! Promoting it!! engaging more
research!!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Sarah62442: @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT I definitely will! It was actually my dissertation
tutor who pointed me in the direction of @OTal…

Emma @OTEmma
I have too today, trying to explain what we do and who with, I found it difficult as we could work with
pretty much everyone who is referred to the MDT. But limited resources makes us look at 'exclusion'
criteria, which is uncomfortable #OTalk #OTsForEquity @theRCOT

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
I know but you can use that to your advantage with the people you work with #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @smileyfacehalo: @RCOT__Karin #otalk define health inequity scenarios …. Some people just
can’t see them as they don’t exist in their li…

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
@RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny In the words of @HeatherBaglee we all need to become OTRebels or RebelOTs We
need to challenge, question and be a voice for those people we work with who need help to be heard
and their needs understood #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
@LisaForrestOT #OTalk the gift that keeps on giving. @OTalk_ has been a massive part of my
journey to understand who I am, how that fits in to the profession I choose & how to work towards
being the best practitioner I can #OTsForEquity https://t.co/fkjnP4UicJ

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RCOT_Gen That is why I play a different game by being a globally connected TEDx organizer. I
think I know more such organizers than the rest of OT community combined! #otalk

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@RachaelD_OT @OTalk_ Sure, a possible opportunity though to improve here #OTalk

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@OTalk_ Thanks all, gotta go now, happy OT week #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
RT @SimpsonResearch: @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_
@RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny In the words of @Heathe…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OtRosanna: @willchegwidden @OTalk_ @HannahtheOT I sometimes wish I wasn't called a
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health 'professional'. I think it encourages an un-…

Becs-Lou @becs_lou
@zimmer_verena I absolutely second this! I was hospitalise for 9 months. They allowed Ronnie to
come in, it gave me such a boost that the next time I saw the physio I stood for the first time in 7
months. He was brilliant, fully love therapy dogs #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
#OTalk when there is an #occupationaltherapist in each GP practice…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @RCOT_Gen: I think sometimes it's about finding our allies and building the evidence for change
to help disrupt systems to create equity…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@RCOT__Karin @OTSophie @Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ And speaking of loudest, OT is definitely not
politically speaking. In the US, PT has stronger political lobbyist representation than OT. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT_Gen: I think sometimes it's about finding our allies and building the evidence for change
to help disrupt systems to create equity…

Dr Lyn Williams DBA MScOD, RMN, Q member @lynwilliams10
RT @katie_crowfoot: #OTalk promote effectively what our profession can bring to services both
clinically and operationally. Reflecting dail…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Sarah62442: @OT_rach @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT For me it is particularly fascinating
when I consider my clients which are children, you…

Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@RachaelD_OT @margaretOT360 #OTalk find your tribe. Have you come across Horizon 'School for
change agents' it's a brilliant free course. We can all make some changes towards addressing health
inequalities.

Dr Lyn Williams DBA MScOD, RMN, Q member @lynwilliams10
RT @katie_crowfoot: #OTalk as a team leader, I'm passionate about being involved in everything &
getting people to stop, reflect, bring it…

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement / ⚕&  @Retired_AHPs
@OTSophie @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ Still begs the Q? How can we advocate for them? To hear
their message? To balance their need alongside others? Working in a rural community, ppl don't
believe they have a 'right' to service, or know that they are disadvantaged. #OTalk.

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_Francesca: @RCOT__Karin We must recognize our own privilege/ bias. You don't
understand poverty unless you've lived it. The same wit…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
#otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @helenblomfield8: @RachaelD_OT @margaretOT360 #OTalk find your tribe. Have you come
across Horizon 'School for change agents' it's a bri…
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Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OtRosanna: @zimmer_verena Ooooh yes but bowel movements are medical-ish and sex is
well, sexy and inappropriate 9  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Sarah62442 @OT_rach @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT For me, I go on the flip side and say
autistic elderly. Working in nursing homes for 7+ years in the US has made me the PEO fit between
autistic elderly and residential care settings can be EXTREMELY poor! #otalk

Danielle Hitch @DanielleHitch
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Francesca: @RCOT__Karin We must recognize our own privilege/ bias. You don't
understand poverty unless you've lived it. The same wit…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: @LisaForrestOT #OTalk the gift that keeps on giving. @OTalk_ has been a massive
part of my journey to understand who I am, h…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @katie_crowfoot: #OTalk promote effectively what our profession can bring to services both
clinically and operationally. Reflecting dail…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
RT @helenblomfield8: @RachaelD_OT @margaretOT360 #OTalk find your tribe. Have you come
across Horizon 'School for change agents' it's a bri…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@katie_crowfoot And also supporting participatory action research when they need sample
recruitment! #otalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ #OTalk 1) to me it’s about working to ensure people have what they need
to access the things they want/ need.

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Retired_AHPs: @OTSophie @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ Still begs the Q? How can we advocate
for them? To hear their message? To balance their ne…

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement / ⚕&  @Retired_AHPs
RT @OTSophie: @Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Exactly!! Pay attention to the quiet ones!
#OTALK

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Helen_OTUK @RCOT__Karin Really interesting point. I’ve purposely avoided an exclusion criteria
for that reason… has its own challenges though!I also seems to see those people who have been
excluded by other services… #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
After almost 40 years of being an OTRebel I want so many more people to be one. We are short on
the ground .  #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
Yes, we often act as a bridge between services and sectors for people. It's a strength #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@MrMartinOT @margaretOT360 @OTEmma @theRCOT This is a common criticism for AOTA
across the pond too! #otalk

Lindsay Kerr @lkerrOTahp
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Ellie @_EllieOT
RT @OT_Francesca: @RCOT__Karin We must recognize our own privilege/ bias. You don't
understand poverty unless you've lived it. The same wit…

Gillian Ward @DrGillianWard
@RCOT_Gen @OTalk_ Reflecting on last night’s #OTalk with @ot_withsherri_ on research needed to
explore health inequalities. F There’s an @theRCOT Research Foundation systematic review grant
available in this area - call open now #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @helenblomfield8: @RachaelD_OT @margaretOT360 #OTalk find your tribe. Have you come
across Horizon 'School for change agents' it's a bri…

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
Almost out of time! Lots more ideas on the Ideas platform- please add more thoughts, like and add
comment on existing ideas- will all feed into our work at RCOT #OTsForEquity #OTweek2021 #OTalk
https://t.co/mDjbqeNBro

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin #OTalk joining from private sector - supporting people out of long stay
hospitals

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @DrGillianWard: @RCOT_Gen @OTalk_ Reflecting on last night’s #OTalk with @ot_withsherri_
on research needed to explore health inequaliti…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OtRosanna: @zimmer_verena Ooooh yes but bowel movements are medical-ish and sex is
well, sexy and inappropriate 9  #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @RCOT_Gen: Almost out of time! Lots more ideas on the Ideas platform- please add more
thoughts, like and add comment on existing ideas-…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Retired_AHPs @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ Absolutely! I think embedding in a community is so
important, which so many services nowadays can’t do. #OTalk

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement / ⚕&  @Retired_AHPs
#OTalk #RuralDeprivation

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
@BillWongOT @OT_rach @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT Definitely! The occupational injustices
individuals in residential/nursing care face are huge. And this is only hinted at as far as I can find in
research at the moment. As already said, as OTs we need to engage in research more! #OTalk

Karin Bishop @KarinBishopRCOT
Keep talking, keep sharing ideas and thoughts, keep learning #OTalk
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Rachael (she/her) +  @RachaelD_OT
@jaynethill @margaretOT360 Agreed ☺  But, if we have identified a need then should we refer on?
With permission, of course. If an onward referral is made, is the person likely to engage? Lots of
variables #OTalk

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
@OT_Francesca @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin Yesssssssssssss. Have been encouraging my team to
do the harvard implicit association tests to help identify our biases. I have many - but I also have
awareness! #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
We need to uphold our HCPC standards - working in the best interests of our service users #OTalk

Rachael (she/her) +  @RachaelD_OT
@jaynethill @margaretOT360 You make complete sense ☺ ☺  #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: Keep talking, keep sharing ideas and thoughts, keep learning #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
And there we have it everyone. What a great discussion. Huge thanks to @RCOT__Karin and
@RCOT_Gen for hosting. This a conversation that will definitely keep going. Thanks to all for joining
in tonight #OTalk #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@HannahtheOT @RCOT__Karin This ⬆  #OTalk This impacts massively on those who access our
services and those of us who work in them... PEO... @LGBTQIAOTUK #OTalk #NoBystanders

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @katysimpsonOT: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ #OTalk 1) to me it’s about working to ensure people
have what they need to access the things they w…

Ellie @_EllieOT
#OTalk some thoughts on health inequity within the population of individuals experiencing
homelessness to contribute to the discussions

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Remember to add any thoughts from tonight to @theRCOT ideas platform so we can co-create an
#OTsForEquity action plan #Otalk https://t.co/NPYGHMO7CX

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
RT @RCOT_Gen: Almost out of time! Lots more ideas on the Ideas platform- please add more
thoughts, like and add comment on existing ideas-…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @DrGillianWard: @RCOT_Gen @OTalk_ Reflecting on last night’s #OTalk with @ot_withsherri_
on research needed to explore health inequaliti…

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@OTSophie @Retired_AHPs @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ But we can @OTSophie we can be different,
be in our communities and not behind a clinic room door....that novelty not going to wear off for a while
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@Sarah62442 @OT_rach @RCOT__Karin @RachaelD_OT And speaking of that, how can the
profession make such opportunities user friendly? #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT_Gen: Almost out of time! Lots more ideas on the Ideas platform- please add more
thoughts, like and add comment on existing ideas-…

Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_
@RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny @HeatherBaglee #OTalk in the words of @Sch4Change
we need to be able to rock the boat but stay in the boat. Sometimes as OT in the dominant medical
model I think we get stuck on the pier H 9

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: Keep talking, keep sharing ideas and thoughts, keep learning #OTalk

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement / ⚕&  @Retired_AHPs
Similarly with #OlderPeople? Often don't know they are #Disadvsntaged #OTalk #OTsForEquity

#OTalk @OTalk_
@OTVictorAlochi Hi Victor, we have a guide to taking part in #OTalk chats here:
https://t.co/c1GURhjnhs

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@chaniedavies @Retired_AHPs @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ Completely agree,I love that about our
role so much! #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen Thanks everyone. Lots if further conversations to be had. Stay I touch #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
Wow where did that hour go! #OTalk #OTsForEquity https://t.co/z3nPU7337y

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
Absolutely - being true to ourselves and our professional values is essential. Will bring back the
hashtag! #rebelOT

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Remember to add any thoughts from tonight to @theRCOT ideas platform so
we can co-create an #OTsForEquity action plan #…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Remember to add any thoughts from tonight to @theRCOT ideas platform so
we can co-create an #OTsForEquity action plan #…

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTSophie @RCOT__Karin highlighting a 'gap' 'need' 'requirement' an opportunity to reflect and
review? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RCOT__Karin: @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen Thanks everyone. Lots if further conversations to be
had. Stay I touch #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
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RT @RachaelD_OT: @jaynethill @margaretOT360 You make complete sense ☺ ☺  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@helenblomfield8 @SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard
@pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny @HeatherBaglee
@Sch4Change I am doing that on the TEDx space as an organizer skillfully! Now- will more of the rest
of the profession has the same level of confidence? #otalk

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@RachaelD_OT @margaretOT360 Oh heck #otalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
@OTalk_ As well as providing good health care, we must address the challenges that may have
contributed to these individuals requiring health services. Collaborate, deliver quality care, but also
make longer term positive impact by meeting individualised needs by making change. #OTalk

Assistant Director- Professional Practice Karin @RCOT__Karin
@OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen I can't spell!! Too many types. #OTalk

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
@dianecox61 @OTalk_ @theRCOT Me too #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thank you both, really enjoyed this tonight and lots to reflect
on and continue to push forward with...even when it feels hard 9  #OTalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
RT @SimpsonResearch: @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_
@RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny In the words of @Heathe…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
My advocacy always starts with the people I work with. The staff have to fit in with that #OTalk

MIKASA @PhattyPatty08
RT @zimmer_verena: @RCOT__Karin Be adaptable and flexible as practitioners, to meet people
where they are at, and tailor make our approach…

#OTalk @OTalk_
So much to capture from tonight’s discussion. Think about your own learning and how you might
record this. #OTalk has lots of resources to help https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN

Rosanna Thurlow OT @OtRosanna
Well, just attended my first #OTalk and I feel absolutely pumped! It was on the OT week 2021 theme,
Health Equity. It was so interesting. Thank you to the wonderful people on it!#OTsForEquity

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@helenblomfield8 @SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin @DrGillianWard @pjmasonOT @OTalk_
@RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny @HeatherBaglee @Sch4Change Ha ha sometimes i sink
and nearly drown *  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@MrMartinOT @margaretOT360 @OTEmma @theRCOT Actually one objective for me when I
organize my TEDx events this year- I want to promote underrecognized and undervalued perspectives
in OT on that platform. BUT, the fact that there are so many possibilities make it overwhelming for me
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on what to choose! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ As well as providing good health care, we must address the
challenges that may have contributed to these indivi…

Professional Adviser Gen @RCOT_Gen
I'm off for some of that #OTalk cake I've been promised...

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@OT_rach It was impossible to keep up tonight! What fire and passion out there #OTalk

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
Of course they do I  - it's in our DNA #OTalk

Deborah Harrison ) &  @DebbiiHarrison
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thank you for facilitating this important discussion, it’s a
beginning not the end &  #OTalk

Ed Sum Occupational Therapist+ ❤❤-  @musedNeuroOT
@margaretOT360 But not at the expense of our wellbeing, freedoms and rights. Why do we have
HCPC? Why should such an organisation exist yet our service managers and members of parliaments
do not have something that can remove them from positions as easily as not putting a name on a list
#OTalk

Bethan Edwards #StopSIM J D  @pixiegirle
@MrMartinOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny What is your
main concern, its not clear? #OTalk I’m a critic but i can’t make out what your concern is about.

Vendula Yilan @VendyYilan
I like the idea of OTRebels &

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OT_rach: Could not agree more!!!! #otalk #OTsForEquity

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @SteveGFord: @margaretOT360 Chatted to an OT working in quality improvement today - he
argued that OTs have the skills and mindset to re…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@HannahtheOT @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Absolutely.
Use what we have and who we are, but also look to our allies to listen to lived experiences and
amplify those small changes. Echo the importance of networks & peer connection and (am biased but)
think that @LGBTQIAOTUK has offered that to some #OTalk #LGBTQIAOT

Suzanne Simpson @SimpsonResearch
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thank you everyone! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@HeatherBaglee So far there is 0 evidence of that, though. We have 1 (me) who have the capability
to organize 100+ seat on ground events. This is not enough, especially if OT wants to be next in line
to organize such events at uni levels. #otalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OTSophie: @helenblomfield8 @SteveGFord @margaretOT360 I do agree. In my new role in
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primary care I feel it’s more forefront ? #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
Especially with such an intense week of learning and focus, keeping a record is vital for me. I am
mapping and linking themes and ideas through out the week to fuel my strategic #CPD plan. #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ @BillWongOT @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin Great to hear, it’s
something I need to get more comfortable with for sure. Along with avoidance. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@OtRosanna See, you'll be hooked and multitasking on a tueday night #OTalk

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
A message.....#OTalk https://t.co/TObkrWOn5a

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@HeatherBaglee And there is also 0 evidence that another OT practitioner or student who is an active
TEDx event license holder at the moment. #otalk

Bethan Edwards #StopSIM J D  @pixiegirle
@MrMartinOT @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Oh i saw the #
about vaccines. Is that your main concern as an OT? What about your patients? #OTalk

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
@dianecox61 @OTalk_ @theRCOT Same as... #OTalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: Keep talking, keep sharing ideas and thoughts, keep learning #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@helenblomfield8 @SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard
@pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny @HeatherBaglee
@Sch4Change I live in the US. It will be quite a trek to come to UK. #otalk

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
RT @KarinBishopRCOT: Keep talking, keep sharing ideas and thoughts, keep learning #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Glad you enjoyed it! It is a wonderful network thanks to all our amazing participants. Hope you will join
us again. There is another chat tomorrow at 8.00 pm #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OTalk_: Glad you enjoyed it! It is a wonderful network thanks to all our amazing participants.
Hope you will join us again. There is…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ As well as providing good health care, we must address the
challenges that may have contributed to these indivi…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @OTalk_: So much to capture from tonight’s discussion. Think about your own learning and how
you might record this. #OTalk has lots o…
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#OTalk @OTalk_
Enjoy @RCOT_Gen you deserve it! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTSophie: @OT_rach It was impossible to keep up tonight! What fire and passion out there
#OTalk

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Gen @OTalk_ With such a diverse range of skills OTs are well equipped
to offer a needs led approach. Tools we have used in a limited financial context such as criteria, funnel
to skills or rationalise. We could ask ourselves how we could see more people earlier and if it would £
less #OTalk

Kadie Claire @kadieclaire_OT
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thanks for tonight’s talk! I enjoyed reading the different
perspectives of OTs and how we can make a difference in #healthequity #OTsForEquity #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thanks for tonight’s talk! I enjoyed
reading the different perspectives of OTs and how w…

Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
This. We are all always learning... #OTalk

RCOT Branches Manager @RCOT_Louise
RT @RCOT_Gen: Almost out of time! Lots more ideas on the Ideas platform- please add more
thoughts, like and add comment on existing ideas-…

Sarah Burrow @Sarah62442
@OTSophie @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ @BillWongOT @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin Have you
come across @RebeccaTwinley book #IlluminatingTheDarkSideOfOccupation - it is on my (stupidly
long) to read list #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thanks for tonight’s talk! I enjoyed
reading the different perspectives of OTs and how w…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @BeckyKeating2: @smileyfacehalo @RCOT_Gen @OTalk_ With such a diverse range of skills
OTs are well equipped to offer a needs led approac…

Jayne Brown @jaynethill
@OTSophie @OT_rach I was trying to follow 2 web chats…. Eeek!! This and a @RCOT_OP one!!
Impossible but looking toward to transcript! #otalk

Becky Keating @BeckyKeating2
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thanks for a thought provoking everyone #OTalk
#OTsForEquity #OTweek2021

Kirsty Stanley Occupation4Life )  @Occ4LifeLtd
RT @kadieclaire_OT: @OTalk_ As well as providing good health care, we must address the
challenges that may have contributed to these indivi…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Exactly!

Ellie @_EllieOT
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@OTalk_ Perhaps understand and acknowledge resistance and lack of trust from individuals who
have been subject to health inequity and work harder to build rapport and information gather to
understand an individuals past experiences so history does not repeat itself #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @RCOT__Karin: Absolutely. That's why @theRCOT supported a multi level approach to making
change within the AHP framework for tackling h…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
We have the @HCPC to assure service users that everyone on the register is safe to work with
vulnerable service users

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @DebbiiHarrison: @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen Thank you for facilitating this
important discussion, it’s a beginning not the end &  #OT…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @Sarah62442: @OTSophie @katysimpsonOT @OTalk_ @BillWongOT @willchegwidden
@RCOT__Karin Have you come across @RebeccaTwinley book #Illumi…

Dr Heather Baglee @HeatherBaglee
Challenge accepted *  #OTalk

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Go Heather!! #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Late to the party, but will be
looking through the chat. #OTalk #OTsForEquity

Rachel Ravey McLoughlin OT& )  @RachelRaveyMcOT
RT @Retired_AHPs: @RCOT__Karin It's a case of hearing the quiet voices, the people who have no
voice. How do we add volume as advocates, wi…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@helenblomfield8 @SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard
@pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny @HeatherBaglee
@Sch4Change #OTalk taking the metaphor to the next level… swimming and floating will get you to
the same place, without the same impact on the environment… why do we need to get into their boat
when our way works??

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@MrMartinOT @pixiegirle @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny
Evening Martin, Helen from the organising team here. This is not in relation to the topic of your tweets,
however we do request that all #OTalk participants are respectful of the community and individuals
within our chats, I acknowledge your passion, and request consideration.

Jo Watson @JoWatson22
RT @DrGillianWard: Reflecting on last night’s #OTalk with @ot_withsherri_ on research needed to
explore health inequalities. F There’s an @t…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin I think we have a role too in advocating for trans patients. We
should be supporting our teams to be practici…

LGBTQIA+OT UK @LGBTQIAOTUK
RT @HannahtheOT: @RCOT__Karin Join staff networks, meet with others in staff networks to learn
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from minority groups we are not part of, ref…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@MrMartinOT @Helen_OTUK @pixiegirle @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT
@preston_jenny As I say not about your passions, concerns or right to voice this, just being protective
of our community, I hope it is because you feel able to share in the #OTalk community you have
shown your passion.

Haze A @hgolon
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Samantha Braithwaite She/Her @SamanthaBraith5
RT @WeAreMotivation: TONIGHT. Join the conversation around health equity, occupational therapy
and the SDGs, by adding #OTalk to your twee…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@helenblomfield8 @SimpsonResearch @RCOT__Karin @chaniedavies @DrGillianWard
@pjmasonOT @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny @HeatherBaglee
@Sch4Change #OTalk like the thinking outside the box metaphor, as OTs we don’t just think outside it
of it, we recognise that the box or boat is sometimes the cause of the inequalities that we are
struggling against? #OTsForEquity

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: And there we have it everyone. What a great discussion. Huge thanks to
@RCOT__Karin and @RCOT_Gen for hosting. This a conver…

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner &  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: So much to capture from tonight’s discussion. Think about your own learning and how
you might record this. #OTalk has lots o…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
RT @OT_Francesca: @RCOT__Karin We must recognize our own privilege/ bias. You don't
understand poverty unless you've lived it. The same wit…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@Retired_AHPs @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin #OTalk Listen more

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
RT @willchegwidden: @HannahtheOT Absolutely. We should always be mindful of vulnerability, but
true vulnerability not pre-conceived ideas o…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny #OTalk I am joining iate and
scooting through the chatter

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ @MrMartinOT @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny Dig deep look
at ourselves #OTalk need our membership to reflect the people we provide service for @theRCOT be
fairer ourselves challenging as discrimination in education @shirlmasterson presentation about racism
practice placement @LecturerMish hope this makes sense

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ @MrMartinOT @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny
@shirlmasterson @LecturerMish Need 2 let go of power work together #OTalk the white privilege
thing I feel uncomfortable with uneasy Working as Feral occupational therapist has been amazing way
of seeing the doing stuff of life making a difference can't be 4 everyone but is there something 2 learn
from it?
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Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
#OTalk thank you for listening to me later this evening Tomorrow is our Sleaford Hearing Voices
group.. & somone says it makes a difference for them

Heather Barr @HeatherHalsall
RT @cathymc9781: #OTalk thank you for listening to me later this evening Tomorrow is our Sleaford
Hearing Voices group.. & somone says it…

Dr. Laura Yvonne Bulk @LYBOT
@OT_Francesca @RCOT__Karin Yes, humility is important. Also some of us do live some of that
daily, and bringing more diversity of experiential expertise into OT And recognizing that expertise are
vital #OTalk

OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @OTalk_: Another opportunity for you to discuss all things #OTsForEquity tonight at 8.00 pm with
@RCOT__Karin and @RCOT_Gen of @theRC…

Varsha @VarshaChauhan24
@OTalk_ #OTalk

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @OT_rach: By tackling institutional discrimination within these teams and organisations, advocate
for & demonstrate a culture that embra…

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer
RT @LYBOT: @OT_Francesca @RCOT__Karin Yes, humility is important. Also some of us do live
some of that daily, and bringing more diversity o…

Lisa Forrest OT /  @LisaForrestOT
RT @chaniedavies: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny I originally
thought more in terms of equality but am now beginnin…

Anne Stubbs @AnneStubbsOT
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

Stripy Lightbulb CIC @StripyLightCIC
Love this cartoon! We are removing barriers for #MECFS patients with education. Most of our learners
have been OTs K  https://t.co/zUjuajBwC4 #OTforequity #OTweek2021

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ @MrMartinOT @RCOT__Karin @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny
@shirlmasterson @LecturerMish early am addition #OTalk also 2 think about occupational therapists
with health needs how we might better support them in employment & seeking employment such as
those with late onset epilepsy like me frequently not getting appointed after interview @NHS even
when only applicant

Occupational Therapists & AHPs In Retirement / ⚕&  @Retired_AHPs
@cathymc9781 @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin With no voice? We need to use our other senses.. How do
we know what we are sensing, how do we amplify that message? Building process, communities,
environments & services that are inclusive has to be co-production, otherwise there will always be
mis-representation. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT I’m wrestling with the difference
between equality & equity especially when we consider subsets of our communities 1/2 #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT 2/2 When we consider any
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group, however defined, there will be individuals who experience greater/lesser deprivation and
more/less agency to access services. Individualise not generalise #OTalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
RT @Retired_AHPs: @cathymc9781 @OTalk_ @RCOT__Karin With no voice? We need to use our
other senses.. How do we know what we are sensing, ho…

KBloomerOT+  @KBloomerOT
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

Nicky Low @nickysarahlow1
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Rachel Louise @RachOT96
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

Samantha Flower @sammhahp
RT @OtRosanna: Well, just attended my first #OTalk and I feel absolutely pumped! It was on the OT
week 2021 theme, Health Equity. It was s…

Nicky Low @nickysarahlow1
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
#OTsForEquity #OTalk

Della Norris @DellanorrisOt
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

Jennifer Cornwell @Jennife49117241
RT @LSBUOTSOCIETY: B4 You Get Set For #OTalk Watch This Clip From Our CPD Workshop Last
Week On Activity Analysis. We Used Dance As Our Act…

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
@BillWongOT @willchegwidden @RCOT__Karin ...and as if on cue, this: https://t.co/kF6owQwRrc
#OTalk #OTsForEquity

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @RCOT_Gen: Has anyone been onto the RCOT #OTsForEquity Ideas Platform yet? I was on it
earlier looking at a post about role modeling per…

Madeleine millar @peapodspinach1
RT @SimpsonResearch: Health equity is about supporting people to have equal opportunity to
engage in the services or activities they want o…

NEDworks @NEDworks
RT @Retired_AHPs: I've added some prompts this week on Instagram, but I know I'm talking to an
interested audience. I'm a #trustee with a CAB & in a rural/coastal community #OTalk
https://t.co/JfTZpRN0wU

The OT Show @TheOTShow
It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special event with #OTalk
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@OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8pm on Twitter. @adamferry3 will be leading the chat find out more
here - https://t.co/Ni7prNscrN We hope you can join us! #OTsForEquity #OTweek2021 #ot
https://t.co/Fr3x47zjDp

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @TheOTShow: It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special
event with #OTalk @OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8p…

OT—LHF @lhf_ot
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Yani Yusoff @SMyusoff
RT @TheOTShow: It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special
event with #OTalk @OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8p…

LecturerMishL M + D )  N  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @RachaelD_OT: Who decides what is equitable? If we all have slightly different ideas, then how
do we determine if health equity has been…

LecturerMishL M + D )  N  She/Her @LecturerMish
RT @RachaelD_OT: If we are not supported to challenge health inequity, then is it actually an
#OccupationalTherapist that the service wants…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last in our #OTalk
specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFerry3 will be exploring health equality and sustainable
development goals! Should be an interesting one, see you at 8pm https://t.co/M2fTbVyM1r

Kelly M @OTontheTracks
RT @OTalk_: Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last
in our #OTalk specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFe…

Verena Zimmer @zimmer_verena
RT @OTalk_: Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last
in our #OTalk specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFe…

The OT Show @TheOTShow
RT @OTalk_: Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last
in our #OTalk specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFe…

TINY @tiny_adventure
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

@tt1st_ @tt1st_
⭐  Natasha Bruce-Jones, our Clinical Director, is hosting next week’s #OTalk ⭐  Join us as we
discuss how we as OT’s can unlock our true potential… Tuesday 9th November at 8:00pm GMT
https://t.co/fXOXG7zQac

Huddersfield OT Society @OTsocietyhuds
Remember to reflect using the RCOT tool kit on this years theme #HealthEquity and if you missed last
nights #OTalk check out the thread! On Friday we have Michael Iwama’s talk - it’d be great to see you
there! Use @GCUOTS SU page to get the zoom link &  #OTWeek2021 #OTsForEquity

@tt1st_ @tt1st_
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk - 9th Nov 2021 - Are you being the OT you dreamed you’d be? This weeks chat
will be hosted by Natasha Bruce-Jones, @Nata…
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Aimee Crane @AimeeCraneOT
Looking forward to this - to be hosted by @tt1st_ very own Clinical Director @NatashaBJo C

Aimee Crane @AimeeCraneOT
RT @tt1st_: ⭐  Natasha Bruce-Jones, our Clinical Director, is hosting next week’s #OTalk ⭐  Join us
as we discuss how we as OT’s can unlo…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ @TheOTShow @AdamFerry3 #OTalk will participate later afterwards if that's OK P

OT Sophie @OTSophie
Anyone at the primary care conference? Really interesting presentations on health inequity and
implications due to political decisions…! #OTalk #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity

Laura Owers @OT_LauraO_ACS
Fully agree with this, this happens across all services, ranging from not comfortable to talk about it at
all or enough, to discussions/decisions influenced by individual and moral judgement. We need to talk
more with all client groups, ages and be LGBTQIA+ inclusive @LGBTQIAOTUK

OT Sophie @OTSophie
Especially great to listen to #ConfedPC21 if a politically minded OT #OTsForEquity #OTalk

Emma croft )  @EmmaCroftymac
RT @OTalk_: So much to capture from tonight’s discussion. Think about your own learning and how
you might record this. #OTalk has lots o…

UoN OT Society @uonotsociety
RT @TheOTShow: It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special
event with #OTalk @OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8p…

Adam Ferry @AdamFerry3
Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk @OTalk_ for @TheOTShow this evening. It’s an interesting
topic which should generate good debate.

Silvalea @SilvaleaLtd
RT @TheOTShow: It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special
event with #OTalk @OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8p…

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@OTalk_ @TheOTShow @AdamFerry3 Apols 4got the #OTalk thingy Thanky... am getting on with my
own doing stuff of life... singing in harmony...Q R S R Q

Therapy Services Department @ Arnold Lodge @ArnoldLodge_OT
RT @TheOTShow: It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special
event with #OTalk @OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8p…

Laura Armitage &  @LauraArmitageOT
RT @RachaelD_OT: If we are not supported to challenge health inequity, then is it actually an
#OccupationalTherapist that the service wants…

The OT Show @TheOTShow
RT @AdamFerry3: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk @OTalk_ for @TheOTShow this evening.
It’s an interesting topic which should generate…

RCOT N&Y Region @RCOTNYRegion
Will you be logging on tonight?!
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OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @OTalk_: Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last
in our #OTalk specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFe…

Virginia Spielmann, PhD @spielwomann
RT @willchegwidden: @RCOT__Karin @OTalk_ @RCOT_Gen @theRCOT @preston_jenny It's an
oldie but a goodie. I really like this cartoon. Equity i…

Nottinghamshire Healthcare @NottsHealthcare
RT @OTalk_: Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last
in our #OTalk specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFe…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AdamFerry3: Looking forward to hosting this #OTalk @OTalk_ for @TheOTShow this evening.
It’s an interesting topic which should generate…

Freya Sledding )  @SleddingFreya
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
RT @OTalk_: Who is ready for the 3rd #OTalk during #OTweek2021 #OTsForEquity? Tonight the last
in our #OTalk specials, @TheOTShow & @AdamFe…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Don't forget your favourite free CPD twitter resource is giving extra #OTalk's this week, including
tonight!! yes OTalk on a Thursday night , with @AdamFerry3 & @TheOTShow will be hosting 8pm live
on twitter 8pm #OTalk

NaOt @n_otu
RT @margaretOT360: Which is why we need to be political #OTalk

The OT Show @TheOTShow
RT @OTalk_: Don't forget your favourite free CPD twitter resource is giving extra #OTalk's this week,
including tonight!! yes OTalk on a T…

Anne Stubbs @AnneStubbsOT
RT @TheOTShow: It’s Occupational Therapy Week 2021 and #TheOTShow are hosting the special
event with #OTalk @OTalk_ tonight 4th November 8p…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: Don't forget your favourite free CPD twitter resource is giving extra #OTalk's this week,
including tonight!! yes OTalk on a T…

The OT Show @TheOTShow
Just under 2 hours until we start our @OTalk_ session, chaired by @AdamFerry3. We will be asking
questions about how occupational therapy is, or can, influence success within some of the critical UN
Sustainable Development Goals. Join us at 8pm #OTalk

OfficialCAHPR @OfficialCAHPR
RT @OTalk_: Don't forget your favourite free CPD twitter resource is giving extra #OTalk's this week,
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